Engineered for the way you work.
Mobile lubrication for every occupation.

TruckWorks' lube and fuel trucks put the brakes on fleet downtime. Our trucks are engineered to your specifications, providing top-quality refueling and maintenance equipment for your job site.

Starting from a new or used chassis, you can select tanks ranging from 500- to 7,500-gallon capacity. All of our trucks come standard with name-brand components. Need more fuel capacity in the tank? You got it. More water capacity? No problem. Tanks can be customized for fuels, lubes, oil, antifreeze and water. We build-in doors to open every compartment. And if you resell products, we install meters that accurately and reliably measure how much you deliver.

Your lube and fuel trucks should operate smoothly, without compromising safety. Whether you're traveling on- or off-road, we'll design and build your truck to handle the challenges you face in the field. Our lube and fuel trucks include a complete maintenance function to keep your equipment in the field where it belongs.
[ FUEL TRUCKS ]
Accelerate efficiency in onsite refueling.

Our mobile fuel trucks service the equipment on jobsites, which often aren’t road legal and need refueling. Tanks ranging in capacities from 250 to 5,000 gallons can be equipped with pumping and metering systems to fit a variety of applications. We engineer for stability, safety and longevity, building in everything from equalized weight distribution to additional storage space to multiple fuel pumping systems.

As the Southwest distributor of TransTech tanks, TruckWorks can provide you with aluminum code tanks that are specifically engineered and thoroughly tested for superior performance. TruckWorks offers the complete line of TransTech tanks ensuring we can meet any requirement your fueling operation may have. TransTech tanks are DOT 406 and Transport Canada TC 406 certified.

[ LUBE & FUEL TRUCKS ]
Keep your fleet maintenance running smoothly.

Our lube & fuel trucks incorporate a complete maintenance function to service equipment in the field—everything from fuel, oil, water and antifreeze changes to greasing components, replenishing air, and much more. Starting from a new or used chassis, we can install fuel tanks ranging from 200- to 2,000-gallon capacities in a single- or tandem-axle configuration.

A truck with big responsibilities deserves to be well equipped. That’s why we build in plenty of storage for tools to support onsite fleet maintenance. We also provide a diverse selection of products, from custom cabinets and grease station configurations to pressure washers and oil filter crushers.
TruckWorks pulls its weight.

Owning a truck with every component engineered for the way you work can significantly increase productivity and make daily use easy. By designing and optimizing our truck tanks with advanced engineering software, we build in safety features like a low center of gravity and a superior interior baffling system with side-to-side supports. These safety features keep the tank and its contents secure and reduce the potential for unsafe and unstable driving conditions. We also use advanced simulation and stress analysis techniques to thoroughly evaluate the integrity of our tank designs and eliminate the risk of structural failures in even the most extreme operating conditions. Concerned about compliance with Federal Bridge Laws? We make sure every truck tank is designed with the proper weight distribution to pass all weigh station inspections.

At TruckWorks, we know that designing the best tank on the market is only half the battle. That’s why we always use the highest-quality materials and manufacturing techniques to build our tanks. TruckWorks tanks are designed and built to be the longest-lasting, most durable tanks on the market.

Doing our part to help you find the right parts.

Nothing is more important than feeling confident about your lube and fuel trucks. Should a breakdown occur, getting your truck back in service quickly is our priority. To maximize efficiency and minimize downtime, we offer a wide range of truck parts for purchase online, as well as through multiple dealers across the country.

Connect with us to address all aspects of your next lube and fuel truck purchase—budget constraints, equipment requirements, regulations and lifecycle—and we’ll help you design the truck you need.

**Fuel Truck Features and Options:**
- 500- to 7,500-gallon capacities available
- Steel, stainless steel and Aluminum
- Code and non-code tanks
- Single or multiple compartments
- Rollover protection, standard
- Standard/custom toolboxes to accommodate hose reels, pumps, meters, fuel filters, fire extinguishers, and equipment storage.
- Vapor Proof lighting and worklights available
- DEF Accessory Tank Systems
- Scully High level shut off systems, API bottom loading systems and Wiggins Quick Fills available

**Lube Truck Features and Options:**
- 500- to 2,000-gallon code and non code fuel tanks
- Dual compartment fuel tanks available
- Built to Department of Transportation regulations
- Available in air or hydraulic driven
- Storage compartments built in
- Used filter drawer
- Pressure washers and generators
- Oil filter crushers
- Waste anti-freeze systems
- Enclosed compressor and grease stations
- Center walk-up aisle
- Dual rear reel compartments with roll-up doors housing hose reels, pumps meters
- Insulated and heated lube vans, skids, and fast response bodies available
- Crane option available

Not seeing an option you’d like? Contact us and we’ll get you what you need.